DISCIPLINARY ACTION REPORT

NASHVILLE, Tenn. -- Tennessee Code Annotated, Section 68-1-114 requires the Tennessee Department of Health to issue a monthly media release listing all disciplinary actions taken by the health related boards during the prior month. Below is a list of actions taken in December 2014. Detailed information about disciplinary actions is available on our website at http://health.state.tn.us/Licensure/index.htm. Enter the name of the person. When the license information comes up, click either “disciplinary action” or “adverse licensure action” in the right column.

BOARD OF CHIROPRACTIC EXAMINERS

Licensee: Kristine Bearden, DC, Signal Mountain*
Violation: Practicing on expired license
Action: Assessed $400 civil penalty

Licensee: Gregory Butts, DC, Lebanon*
Violation: Practicing on expired license
Action: Assessed $200 civil penalty

Licensee: Cathy Munson CTA, Lenoir City*
Violation: Practicing on expired license
Action: Assessed $150 civil penalty

Licensee: Robert B. Osborne, DC, Knoxville*
Violation: Practicing on expired license
Action: Assessed $400 civil penalty

Licensee: Cheri Pavlik, CTA, Goodlettsville*
Violation: Practicing on expired license
Action: Assessed $25 civil penalty

License disciplined in November 2014

BOARD OF COMMUNICATION DISORDERS & SCIENCES

Licensee: Catelin J. Powell, Audio, Germantown
Violation: Violation, or attempted violation, directly or indirectly, or assisting in or abetting the violation of, or conspiring to violate, any provision of the practice act or any lawful order of the Board issued pursuant thereto
Action: Assessed $550 civil penalty

Licensee: Lisa H. Phillips, SLP, Kingsport
Violation: Being guilty of unprofessional conduct as defined by the rules established by the board or violating the code of ethics adopted and published by the board; making false statements or representations, being guilty of fraud or deceit in obtaining admission to practice, or being guilty of fraud or deceit in the practice as Speech
Language Pathology Pathologist, Audiologist, or Speech Language Pathology Assistant
Action: License revoked; assessed $3,000 civil penalty; and costs not to exceed $500

**BOARD OF MASSAGE LICENSURE**

Licensee: Daniel Hagemen, LMT, Nashville*
Violation: Failed to properly maintain sufficient continuing education credits
Action: Assessed $375 civil penalty

*License disciplined in May 2014*

**BOARD OF MEDICAL EXAMINERS**

Licensee: Robin Freeman, MD, Martin
Violation: Unprofessional, dishonorable or unethical conduct
Action: Licensed placed on probation; assessed $2,000 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $10,000

Licensee: Michael L. Labanowski, MD, Dothan, AL
Violation: Failed to appear at Board meeting
Action: Licensure application denied

Licensee: Kimberly Warren, MXRT, Knoxville
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

**COMMITTEE OF CLINICAL PERFUSIONISTS**

Licensee: Joseph D. Lane, LCP, Chattanooga
Violation: Any violation of a rule or code of ethics adopted by the committee; or unprofessional conduct; making or signing in one’s professional capacity any certificate that is known to be false at the time one makes or signs such certificate; habitual intoxication or personal misuse of any drugs or the use of intoxicating liquors, narcotics, controlled substances, or other drugs or stimulants in such a manner as to adversely affect the person’s ability to practice as a clinical perfusionist
Action: License suspended with terms; assessed $600 civil penalty

**MEDICAL LABORATORY BOARD**

Licensee: John L. Lake, LLP, Southaven
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

**BOARD OF NURSING**
Licensee: Karen P. Allen, LPN, Chattanooga
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Shannon D. Anderson, LPN, Arlington
Violation: Guilty of a crime; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; impersonating another licensed practitioner; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Angela M. Bell, RN, Pleasant View
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location
Action: License revoked; assessed $1,000 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $3,000

Licensee: Farris L. Berry, RN, Shelbyville
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Kathryn M. Bolden, RN renewal applicant, Kodak
Violation: Guilty of a crime
Action: Conditional license granted; license suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years

Licensee: Sarah B. Booker, RN, Jacksboro
Violation: Has violated or attempted to violate, directly or indirectly, or assisted in or abetted the violation of or conspired to violate any provision of this chapter or any lawful order of the Board issued pursuant thereto
Action: License voluntarily surrendered; assessed $100 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $500
Licensee: Lauren D. Booth, RN, Memphis
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Amy Branson, RN, Chilhowie, VA
Violation: Addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: Privilege to practice nursing in the state of Tennessee revoked; shall cease and desist the practice of nursing in the state of Tennessee

Licensee: Maxine Robinson Bullard, LPN, Memphis
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Jack Wayne Butler, RN applicant, Old Hickory
Violation: Guilty of a crime; and guilty of fraud or deceit in procuring or attempting to procure a license to practice nursing
Action: RN application denied

Licensee: Eric S. Carver, RN, Lafayette
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location
Action: License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years

Licensee: Constance Catalano, RN, Madison
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to
alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and is mentally incompetent
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Alicia Chambers, LPN, Gainesboro
Violation: Failed to pay child support
Action: Additional disciplinary action taken on revoked license under TCA 36-5-706

Licensee: Carrie L. Clark, RN, Finger
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit; failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring nursing care
Action: License suspended with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the area of patient rights; assessed $1,250 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $200

Licensee: Brandi C. Cobb, LPN, Finger
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Michael A. Conaster, LPN, Cookeville
Violation: Violation of Board Order
Action: License revoked

Licensee: Karen Crenshaw, LPN, Christiana
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Greta H. Devaughan, RN, Thompsons Station
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring
nursing care; and making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act

Action: License placed on probation with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the areas of record-keeping and appropriate documentation of medication administration

Licensee: Antonia Eddings, RN, Nashville
Violation: Failed to pay child support
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Jeffrey Eldridge, LPN, Harrogate
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct
Action: License voluntarily surrendered

Licensee: Ryan S. Evans, LPN, Murfreesboro
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; violating confidentiality of information or knowledge concerning the patient, except when required to do so by a court of law; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Kimberly McCoig Finchum, LPN, Newport
Violation: Violation of Board Order
Action: License revoked

Licensee: Ashley Flowers, RN, Newbern
Violation: Guilty of a crime; unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: intentionally or negligently causing physical or emotional harm to a patient; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; violating confidentiality of information or knowledge concerning the patient, except when required to do so by a court of law; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school,
institution or other work place location; impersonating another licensed practitioner; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing

Action: License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years

Licensee: Krista Garner, RN/APN, Chattanooga
Violation: Guilty of a crime; unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and practicing professional nursing in this state on a lapsed (state) license or beyond the period of a valid temporary permit

Action: RN License and APN certificate voluntarily surrendered

Licensee: Donna A. Gentry, LPN, Crossville
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Jennifer Laura Gladson, LPN, Louisville
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause
Action: License voluntarily surrendered

Licensee: Michael E. Gordon, RN, Kingston Springs
Violation: Violation of Board Order
Action: License revoked

Licensee: Robert Gramling, III, RN/APN, Grenada, MS
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Tommie E. Greene, LPN, La Follette
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: License placed on probation for two years with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the areas of ethics and documentation

Licensee: Sequoya Greer, LPN, Jackson
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: License placed on probation for one year with terms; assessed $200 civil penalty
Licensee: Madelene Guerra, LPN applicant, Nashville  
Violation:  Guilty of a crime  
Action: LPN application denied

Licensee: Lakeicha D. Gunter, RN, Memphis  
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location  
Action: License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years

Licensee: Susan L. Haley, RN, Johnson City  
Violation: Failed to pay student loan  
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Vikki Bowers Harrison, RN, Collierville  
Violation: Violation of Board Order  
Action: License revoked; assessed $1,000 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $3,000

Licensee: Derek Hawks, RN renewal applicant, South Fulton  
Violation: Guilty of a crime  
Action: RN renewal application denied

Licensee: Derek Hawks, RN renewal applicant, South Fulton  
Violation: Failed to pay child support  
Action: Additional disciplinary action taken on revoked license under TCA 36-5-706

Licensee: Annie Herrmann-Pendergrass, LPN, Ooltewah  
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit; abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring nursing care; and making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location  
Action: License suspended with terms; assessed $1,000 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $3,000

Licensee: Timothy A. Higgins, RN, McMinnville  
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal
Controlled Substances Act

Action: License reprimanded as to documentation problems and license placed on probation for a period of two years with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the area of documentation

Licensee: Elizabeth Holden, RN renewal applicant, Nashville
Violation: Guilty of a crime
Action: RN renewal application denied

Licensee: Bess E. Howard, RN/APN, Cleveland
Violation: Violated or attempted to violate, directly or indirectly, or assisted in or abetted the violation of or conspired to violate any provision of this chapter or any lawful order of the board issued pursuant thereto; and failure to file a notice with the Board of Nursing containing: (a) the nurse’s full name; (b) a copy of the formulary describing the categories of legend drugs to be prescribed and/or issued by the nurse; and (c) the name of the licensed physician having supervision, control and responsibility for prescriptive services rendered by the nurse and failure to properly update said information
Action: Assessed $1,800 civil penalty; must file complete and accurate Notice and Formulary with the Board of Nursing within 30 days

Licensee: Amber Ison, RN applicant, LaVergne
Violation: Guilty of a crime
Action: RN application denied

Licensee: Karasheila Jackson, LPN, Nashville
Violation: Failed to pay child support
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Sabra L. Jenson, RN, Franklin
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care
Action: Privilege to practice nursing in the state of Tennessee revoked; shall cease and desist the practice of nursing in the state of Tennessee

Licensee: Mark W. Jett, RN, Cleveland
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Kelly Johnson, RN, Nashville
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Pamela Ashley Kilgore, LPN, Tullahoma
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect,
inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing

Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Melvin Kelly Kitts, RN, Bristol
Violation: Guilty of a crime; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: intentionally or negligently causing physical or emotional harm to a patient; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing

Action: License voluntarily surrendered

Licensee: Brandi M. Knott, LPN, Medina
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: violating confidentiality of information or knowledge concerning the patient, except as otherwise required by a court of law; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing

Action: License placed on probation with terms; assessed $750 civil penalty

Licensee: Eric Lambert, RN, Oneida
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Bradley C. Lane, LPN, Baxter
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location

Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Joann Lewis, LPN, Johnson City
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location
License suspended with terms
Leann M. Love, RN/APN, Chattanooga
Violated or attempted to violate, directly or indirectly, or assisted in or abetted in or conspired to violate any provision of this chapter or any lawful order of the board issued pursuant thereto; and failure to file a notice with the Board of Nursing containing: (a) the nurse’s full name; (b) a copy of the formulary describing the categories of legend drugs to be prescribed and/or issued by the nurse; and (c) the name of the licensed physician having supervision, control and responsibility for prescriptive services rendered by the nurse and failure to properly update said information
Assessed $1,850 civil penalty; must file complete and accurate Notice and Formulary with the Board of Nursing within 30 days
Cheryl Lynn Lowe, LPN, Manchester
Guilty of a crime; and guilty of unprofessional conduct
Conditional license granted; license placed on suspension with terms
Barbara A. Mallady, RN/APN, Cordova
Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
RN License and APN certificate suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent to TNPAP contract, but in no event less than three years past the current monitoring agreement of eighty-one months which began March 2010; assessed $4,500 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $5,000
Corey A. Maye, RN, Bristol
Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location
License voluntarily surrendered
Ashley L. Mayfield, LPN, South Pittsburg
Violation: Failed to pay child support  
Action: License suspended  

Licensee: Elizabeth Leigh McDonald, RN, Oakland  
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; and unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location  
Action: License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years  

Licensee: Corriene Miller, RN, Memphis  
Violation: Violation of Board Order  
Action: License voluntarily surrendered  

Licensee: Rebecca A. Millsaps, RN, Lenoir City  
Violation: Guilty of a crime; unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing  
Action: License voluntarily surrendered  

Licensee: Whitney Ann Morgan, RN, Charlotte  
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; and unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location  
Action: License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years  

Licensee: Emily Moss, RN, Paducah, KY  
Violation: Failed to pay student loan  
Action: License suspended  

Licensee: Terri L. Munsey, RN, Lenoir City
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing

Action: License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years

Licensee: Stephanie K. Myhrvold, RN, Nashville
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location

Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Amy Nunley, RN, Tracy City
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Stacie Partin, LPN applicant, Decherd
Violation: Guilty of a crime
Action: LPN application denied

Licensee: Deidre K. Perry, LPN, Knoxville
Violation: Addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location

Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Alice Perryman, RN, Hermitage
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended
Licensee: Michael Peveto, RN, Mount Juliet
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: intentionally or negligently causing physical or emotional injury to a patient
Action: License suspended for no less than one year with terms; must attend a course in Anger Management; must obtain continuing education credits in the area of how to deal with combative patients; license to be placed on probation for three years following the suspension; multistate void unless the license is no longer encumbered

Licensee: Kathryn A. Phillips, RN/APN, Manchester
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and overprescribing or prescribing in a manner inconsistent with Rules 1000-04-.08 and -.09; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: RN license suspended with terms; APN certificate voluntarily surrendered

Licensee: Lee Pittman, RN, Hendersonville
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring nursing care; and unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location
Action: License placed on probation for two years with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the areas of patient care, documentation, and administration and disposal of controlled substances

Licensee: Megan Raines, RN, Murfreesboro
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and practicing professional nursing in a manner inconsistent with TCA 63-7-108
Action: License placed on probation for not less than two years with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the areas of documentation and following doctor’s orders; assessed $400 civil penalty

Licensee: Jeanette Randolph, LPN, Birchwood
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or
failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location

Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Juana Reese, RN/APN, Olive Branch
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location

Action: RN License and APN certificate suspended with terms

Licensee: Naomi Ricker, RN, Mountain Home
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Annissia Robinson, LPN, Chattanooga
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Leo Rourke, Jr., RN/APN, Germantown
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct
Action: Assessed $250 civil penalty

Licensee: Kimberly L. Ruiz, LPN, Soddy Daisy
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; permitting or allowing another person to use his or her license for the purpose of nursing the sick or afflicted for compensation; assigning unqualified persons to perform functions of licensed persons or delegating nursing care functions and tasks and/or responsibilities to others contrary to the Nurse Practice Act or rules and regulations to the detriment of patient safety; failing to supervise persons to whom nursing functions are delegated or assigned; aiding, abetting, assisting or hiring an individual to violate or circumvent any law or duly promulgated rule intended to guide the conduct of a nurse or any other licensed health care provider; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: License placed on probation for three years with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the area of documentation; assessed $1,000 civil penalty
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Licensee</th>
<th>Violation</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stacey Scott, LPN, Hixson</td>
<td>Failed to pay student loan</td>
<td>License suspended</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrie Lynn Selover, RN, Sevierville</td>
<td>Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing</td>
<td>License suspended with terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Black Seymour, RN, Knoxville</td>
<td>Guilty of a crime; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal or narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing</td>
<td>License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tambra A. Shields, RN, Lebanon</td>
<td>Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; practicing professional nursing in a manner inconsistent with TCA 63-7-108; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing</td>
<td>License reprimanded; must obtain continuing education credits in the areas of documentation and charting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark A. Shorter, RN, Knoxville</td>
<td>Guilty of unprofessional conduct</td>
<td>License suspended with terms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiffany D. Skinner, RN, Athens</td>
<td>Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances; impersonating another licensed practitioner; and engaging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing

Action: License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years

Licensee: Spring Smith, LPN, Johnson City
Violation: Failed to pay child support
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Deana M. Spatafore, LPN, Chattanooga
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal or narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and failing to take appropriate action in safeguarding the patient from incompetent health practices
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Shannon B. Stanley, RN/APN, Salem
Violation: Guilty of a crime; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: RN license and APN certificate voluntarily surrendered

Licensee: Elizabeth D. Stewart, RN, Cleveland
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct
Action: License voluntarily surrendered; assessed costs not to exceed $250

Licensee: Shannon B. Stanley, RN/APN, Salem
Violation: Guilty of a crime; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: RN license and APN certificate voluntarily surrendered

Licensee: Shannon B. Stanley, RN/APN, Salem
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and unauthorized use or removal or narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location
Action: License revoked; assessed $1,000 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $3,000

Licensee: Michelle A. Stuart, RN, Granville
Violation: Guilty of a crime; guilty of fraud of deceit in procuring or attempting to procure a license to practice nursing
Action: Must undergo an independent evaluation approved by the Tennessee Professional Assistance Program (TNPAP) within sixty (60) days; if the results of the TNPAP approved evaluation recommend monitoring, then Respondent must sign a TNPAP monitoring agreement and obtain the advocacy of TNPAP

Licensee: Patricia S. Sutherland, LPN reinstatement applicant, Chattanooga
Violation: Guilty of a crime
Action: LPN reinstatement application denied

Licensee: Jessica Ann Swaner, RN, Nashville
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while
Licensee: Joanna D. Swanson, RN, Ringgold, GA
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances; and unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Tracy A. Tate, RN, Whitwell
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: practicing professional nursing in this state on a lapsed (state) license or beyond the period of a valid temporary permit
Action: Conditional license granted; license suspended with terms

Licensee: James C. Taylor, LPN, Jamestown
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and unprofessional conduct, to wit: while under state or federal indictment in this state for an offense involving the sale or dispensing of controlled substances under state or federal law, failed to report the indictment to practitioner’s licensing board in writing within seven calendar days of acquiring actual knowledge of the indictment; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; intentionally or negligently causing physical or emotional injury to a patient; failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; practicing professional nursing in a manner inconsistent with TCA 63-7-108; intentionally or negligently causing physical or emotional injury to a patient; failure to take appropriate action in safeguarding the patient from incompetent health care practices; and performing nursing techniques or procedures without proper education and practice
Action: License revoked

Licensee: Christina L. Tester, LPN, Nashville
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring nursing care; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school,
institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location

Action: License revoked; assessed $500 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $5,000

Licensee: Tracie Todd, RN/APN, Hendersonville
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Kimberly D. Tomlinson, RN, Lebanon
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring nursing care; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; and practicing professional nursing in this state on a lapsed (state) license or beyond the period of a valid temporary permit
Action: License placed on probation for three years with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the areas of documentation and ethics

Licensee: Lisa Tucker, LPN, Columbia
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Tammy Tucker, RN, Parsons
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: License placed on probation for two years with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the area of nursing ethics; assessed $2,000 civil penalty

Licensee: Gil Edison Valenzuela, RN, Bartlett
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and unauthorized use or removal of narcotics,
drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location

Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Orry V. Vanns, RN, Madison
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location

Action: License suspended, suspension stayed; placed on probation to run concurrent with TNPAP contract but not less than three years

Licensee: Rebecca Mae Vaughn, RN reinstatement applicant, Nashville
Violation: Attestation of being in poor health, pursuant to TCA 63-7-104 (1)
Action: RN reinstatement application denied

Licensee: Sheryl Vaughn, LPN applicant, Townsend
Violation: Guilty of a crime
Action: LPN application denied

Licensee: Nanette C. Walker, RN, Cleveland
Violation: Guilty of fraud or deceit in procuring or attempting to procure a license to practice nursing; guilty of a crime; unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location

Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Tamekio Denise Warren-Buntyn, LPN, Memphis
Violation: Guilty of fraud or deceit in procuring or attempting to procure a license to practice nursing; guilty of a crime; unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: aiding, abetting, assisting or hiring an individual to violate or circumvent any law or duly promulgated rule intended to guide the conduct of a nurse or any other licensed health care provider; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing

Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Danyell F. Washer, RN, Scottsville, KY
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; and abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring nursing care

Action: Privilege to practice nursing in the state of Tennessee revoked; shall cease and desist the practice of nursing in the state of Tennessee

Licensee: Joshua Weil, RN renewal applicant, Germantown
Violation: Guilty of a crime
Action: RN renewal application denied
Licensee: Amanda Gayle Welch, RN, Cordova
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care
Action: License reprimanded; must obtain continuing education credits in the areas of record-keeping, documentation, and medication disposal; assessed $500 civil penalty

Licensee: Corina M. Wettlaufer, LPN, Clarksville
Violation: Has violated or attempted to violate, directly or indirectly, or assisted in or abetted the violation of or conspired to violate any provision of this chapter or any lawful order of the Board issued pursuant thereto; each person who is practicing or is offering to practice nursing must submit evidence that the person is qualified to practice and to be licensed under this chapter
Action: License placed on probation for one year; assessed $2,250 civil penalty

Licensee: Debra White, LPN, Bartlett
Violation: Failed to pay child support
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Kera E. White, RN, Cordova
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; addicted to alcohol or drugs to the degree of interfering with nursing duties; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring nursing care; the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location
Action: License revoked; assessed $1,000 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $2,000

Licensee: Kenya D. Wilkes, RN, Jackson
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; abandoning or neglecting a patient requiring nursing care; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing
Action: License placed on probation for one year with terms; must obtain continuing education credits in the area of nursing ethics; assessed $1,000 civil penalty

Licensee: Rhonda Williams, LPN reinstatement applicant, Louisville
Violation: Guilty of a crime
Action: LPN reinstatement application denied

Licensee: Shannon Williams, RN, Cleveland
Violation: Violation of Board Order
Action: Stay of revocation lifted; license revoked
Licensee: Carlton Willingham, Jr., LPN, Bath Springs  
Violation: Failed to pay child support  
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Susan E. Wimberly, RN, Hixson  
Violation: Guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: the use of any intoxicating beverage or the illegal use of any narcotic or dangerous drug while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution, or other work place location; and being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location  
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Jeffrey S. Womack, RN, Knoxville  
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the nursing problems and interventions for the patient and/or failure to maintain a record for each patient which accurately reflects the name and title of the nurse providing care; making false or materially incorrect, inconsistent or unintelligible entries in any patient records or in the records of any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location pertaining to the obtaining, possessing or administration of any controlled substance as defined in the Federal Controlled Substances Act; unauthorized use or removal of narcotics, drugs, supplies, or equipment from any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location; and engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of nursing  
Action: License suspended with terms

Licensee: Jennifer Woodard, RN applicant, Lafayette  
Violation: Guilty of a crime  
Action: RN application denied

Licensee: Kristy Kay Wright, RN, Crossville  
Violation: Unfit or incompetent by reason of negligence, habits or other cause; and guilty of unprofessional conduct, to wit: being under the influence of alcoholic beverages, or under the influence of drugs which impair judgment while on duty in any health care facility, school, institution or other work place location  
Action: License suspended with terms

BOARD OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Licensee: Sharon Bellamy, OTA, Murfreesboro  
Violation: Failed to pay student loan  
Action: License suspended

BOARD OF PHARMACY

Licensee: Valerie Dunn, Dph, Knoxville
Violation: Guilty of dishonorable, immoral, unethical or unprofessional conduct  
Action: License placed on probation for 5 years with terms.

**BOARD OF RESPIRATORY CARE**

Licensee: Jenee Rose Bovee, LRR, Hixson  
Violation: Failed to pay student loan  
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Lennie Robertson, CRT, Marion  
Violation: Failed to pay student loan  
Action: License suspended

**BOARD OF VETERINARY MEDICAL EXAMINERS**

Licensee: Jennifer S. Armstrong, DVM, Knoxville  
Violation: Failed to pay student loan  
Action: License suspended.

Licensee: Mary E. Stanley, DVM, Signal Mountain  
Violation: Operated veterinary facility without a valid premises permit for 7 months  
Action: Assessed $350 civil penalty, plus costs not to exceed $1,000.

Licensee: Prudence B. Walker, DVM, Knoxville  
Violation: Unprofessional, or unethical conduct or engaging in practice of veterinary medicine that are in violation of the standards of professional conduct as defined in this section or prescribed by the rules of the board; operating veterinary facility without a valid premise permit  
Action: Assessed $500 civil penalty

Licensee: Amy Keller, LVT, Cordova  
Violation: Willful or repeated violation of any provisions of this chapter or any rules of the board; fraud, deception, misrepresentation, dishonest or illegal practices in or connected with the practice of veterinary medicine in any of its branches; unprofessional or unethical conduct or engaging in practices in connection with the practice of veterinary medicine that are in violation of the standards of professional conduct as defined in this section or prescribed by the rules of the board; conduct reflecting unfavorably upon the profession of veterinary medicine; engaging in acts of dishonesty which relate to the practice of veterinary medicine or practice as a veterinary technician  
Action: License voluntarily surrendered; plus costs not to exceed $1,000

**DIVISION OF EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES**

Licensee: Timothy Sapp, EMT-P, Crossville  
Violation: Violation or attempted violation or assisting in or abetting the violation of or conspiring to violate any of the following: Any provision of this part; any criminal statute of any state or Canadian province, or of the United States or Canada which
involves moral turpitude or reflects upon the person’s ability to fulfill such person’s responsibilities under this part; unethical practices and conduct

Action: License voluntarily surrendered

Licensee: Catheryn A. Brickey, EMR, Townsend
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Justin Brunetti, EMT-P, Cordova
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Toby J. Climer, EMT-P, Lebanon
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Stephanie M. Short-Gentry, EMT-IV, Ooltewah
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Karen Lawson, EMT-IV, Lancing
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Collin R. Malone, EMT-IV, Dickson
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Nathan Miller, EMT-IV, Nashville
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Michael W. Mundy, EMT-P, Nashville
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Amanda P. Davis, EMT-IV, Nashville
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Amanda D. Patton, EMT-P, Woodbury
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Michelle D. Picard, EMT-IV, Lebanon
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: William C. Shoemaker, EMT-P, Rossville, GA
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended
Licensee: Tangie J. Swanson, AEMT, Tellico Plains
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Justin M. Todd, EMT-P, Dyersburg
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

Licensee: Joshua C. Wood, EMT-P, Cordova
Violation: Failed to pay student loan
Action: License suspended

**ABUSE REGISTRY**

Name: William Chase Acker
Abuse: Supervision Neglect
Profession: Direct Support Staff

Name: Teirra Monique Baker
Abuse: Physical
Profession: Direct Support Staff

Name: Dwight Steven Cullen
Abuse: Physical
Profession: LPN and Medical X-Ray Operator

Name: James Finch
Abuse: Neglect
Profession: Direct Support Staff

Name: Lindsay Taylor Foster
Abuse: Financial Exploitation
Profession: Caretaker

Name: Antoinette George
Abuse: Physical/Emotional/Psychological
Profession: Direct Support Staff

Name: Brittny Hastings
Abuse: Physical/Treatment Neglect
Profession: Direct Support Staff

Name: Ashley N. Kimmons
Abuse: Misappropriation
Profession: CNA(revoked)

Name: Donald Okoroafor
Abuse: Neglect
Profession: Direct Support Staff
Name: Willie Miles
Abuse: Physical/Emotional/Psychological
Profession: Companion

Name: Cedrick Seals
Abuse: Physical
Profession: Direct Support Staff